
HUMANS AND AI



HUMAN INTELLIGENCE

“Highly intelligent women have the tendency to marry less intelligent men.”

Why is this the case?



HUMAN BRAIN VS. MACHINE LEARNING

Humans brains are …

causal (plausible explanations)

highly energy efficient

very slow

very bad at ignoring irrelevant features

influenced by emotions

Guided by inherent drives, reward function

ML algorithms are …

statistical (likely explanations)

very energy hungry 

very fast (and parallel)

great at feature selection

independent of emotions (which don’t exist)

Optimize clear objective function



CONCERNS WITH A.I. 



WEAPONIZATION

AI assisting humans with weapons

AI “pulling the trigger” (Lethal Autonomous Weapons) 

AI can target and seek specific individuals

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-2tpwW0kmU


DILEMMAS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-N_RZJUAQY4


WMD
Automated decision making (about 
humans)

Recidivism Prediction

Hiring 

Performance evaluations

Well intentioned:

Humans are slow and expensive

Humans are prejudiced / get tired / 
hangry

Problems:

No corrective feedback loop

Biases in data are perpetuated 

Negative feedback loops

Lack of transparency

Even rare errors are detrimental 
to victims

Multiple institutions using the 
same software, making the 
same errors / decisions



[https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing]

https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing


FAIRNESS

Impossibility Theorem: 

Not all three of these conditions can be satisfied unless the case is trivial. 

Inherent Trade-Offs in the Fair Determination of Risk Scores  [J. Kleinberg, S. Mullainathan, M. Raghavan, ITCS 2016]



WISCONSIN SCHOOL SYSTEM

Early Intervention Prediction (i.e. will 
student drop out)

Highly accurate on a state level

Random on a within-school level

Figure 5: Comparing calibration curves for the environmental predictor versus the full-featured predictor,
amongst different individually-defined student groups. Top Left: comparison between white versus students
of color. Top Right: comparison between students who have been diagnosed with a disability versus those that
have not. Bottom Left: comparison based on qualifying for free or reduced lunch. Bottom Right: calibration
comparison between male and female students. Overall, student of color groups tend to have lower calibration
error.

in order to assess the marginal improvement achieved by including individual-level features.
In addition to analyzing the overall value of including the complete set of individual features,

we also consider the partial benefit of adding including particular subsets of these features to an
environmental-based predictor. In particular, we repeat the same training procedure as before and
produce models that predict on-time graduation using all the environmental features plus a specific
individual feature.

We present the results of these experiments in Figure 4 and Table 2. Adding individual features
improves the predictability of on-time graduation by roughly 10% across a number of common metrics
such as log loss, squared loss, or AUC. Amongst the individual features, the single most important
variable is attendance rate which improves squared loss by 4%, followed by student’s scores on
standardized exams.6

A 10% reduction in squared loss is not zero, hence the independence statement does not hold
exactly, but only approximately. Adding individual features leads to a marginally better prediction.
To get a better perspective of exactly how much better, we can examine the calibration curves of both
models (Figure 5).

6These results are consistent with previous work on early warning systems that noted the predictive value of attendance
rate on future dropout [Allensworth and Easton, 2007; Balfanz et al., 2007].
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[Juan C. Perdomo,Tolani Britton,Moritz Hardt,Rediet Abebe]



CONCERNS WITH DATA

Companies collect data about 
individuals

What about consent?

Withdraw consent? / “Right to 
be forgotten?”

Protection against data leaks



INTERPRETABILITY

Small changes to input can make huge 
differences to output

Very hard to obtain “certificates” of reasoning

The more complex a model is, the harder it is to 
interpret

Currently no satisfying solution for non-linear 
models

[https://medium.com/@smkirthishankar/the-unusual-effectiveness-of-adversarial-attacks-e1314d0fa4d3]

[Szegedy et al. 2013]

https://medium.com/@smkirthishankar/the-unusual-effectiveness-of-adversarial-attacks-e1314d0fa4d3


AI & JOBS



JOBS AND AI

Most common jobs by state (2014)



JOBS AND AI

Most common jobs by state (2014)



EFFICIENCY IMPLIES JOBS?

https://hbr.org/2015/06/the-great-decoupling



GENERATIVE A.I.





Richard Nixon: ”I’m wondering if that was fixed"
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/ba/The_Terror_of_War.jpg

“The Terror of War”, 1972 Nick Ut 



Source: spiegel.de

http://spiegel.de




GENERATIVE AI AND THE LAW

Section 230 : Internet Decency Act

“no provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher 
or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”

Does not apply to Generative AI!!







WHERE WILL IT TAKE US?

It will be great!!
• AI will amplify human abilities
• If we are smart enough to build it, 
we can control it

• Many new jobs will be created!
• GPT is nothing special
• A cat is way smarter than any LLM
• LLMs have no real understanding

It might kill us all!
• Evil actors will use A.I. for evil
• Allows few to control many 
• LLM are already smarter than many humans
• Will lead to massive job losses
• A.I. will manipulate humans
• A.I. objectives likely not aligned with ours
• Smart A.I. can create even smarter A.I.



WHERE IS MY SELF-DRIVING CAR?



CONCLUSION

AI promises wonderful, super-human capabilities but also potentially grave dangers

The benefits could be unequally distributed 

Unintended (or intended) risks could spoil things for everybody

Dangers are still poorly understood and could be underestimated
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